3rd ANNUAL CHICAGOLAND GRADUATE PHILOSOPHY CONFERENCE

Keynote Speakers:

Marcia Baron  
(Indiana University, Bloomington)  
*Rethinking 'One Thought Too Many'*  
&  
Candace Vogler  
(University of Chicago)  
*Turning to Aquinas on Virtue*

Student Presenters:

Boris Babic (University of Michigan)  
*Epistemic Risk without Risk Sensitive Decision Rules*  
August Faller (Cornell University)  
*Grounding and the Intrinsicality of Consciousness*  
Thomas Kiefer (Fordham University)  
*Moral Realism: An Evolutionary Defense*  
Jessica Tizzard (University of Chicago)  
*The Possibility of Kantian Frailty*  
Miles Tucker (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)  
*Ends and Value as an End*

April 29–30, 2016

4/29: Saieh Hall 021  
4/30: Rosenwald 405

For the full programme see:  

or:

Persons requiring assistance or special accommodation to participate should contact Daniel: telech@uchicago.edu